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Abstract:
The word imperialism originated from the Latin word imperium, which means
supreme power, "sovereignty", or simply "rule". It first became common in the current sense
in Great Britain during the 1870s. Colonialism in 20th century and Globalization in the last
decade of 20th century and in 21st century are other names of Imperialism. 20th century and why
20th century only, the world since its origin has a long and consistent history of imperialism.
The war among different dynasties, the conflict among religions, the dangerous power plan of
invaders, the destroyers of culture and civilization, the thought of racist superiority are some
examples of imperialism.
The first half of the 20th century has seen two world wars and the lust of power.
After that it has been realized that war is the worst play of power, and then later half of the
century and now the first quarter of 21st century is going through a different mode of
imperialism. As Sushma Swaraj the former Union Minister of India has said that, “Now the
battles are being fought through capital, money, business and international relationship”. The
new face of imperialism is based on business expansion, and China has shown the worst and
dangerous face of this definition. In search of a developed, civilized society, we the human
being has made the world full of violence, where everyone wants to usurp other’s rights. The
heinous, naked show of power and terror is being observed every day.
The novel deals the barbaric lust of power in the mighty nations of the word.
The hair rising description shows the reality behind the so-called human concern.
Keywords: Imperialism, Globalization, War, Power, TBT, Violence, Non-Violence,
Expansion, strategy, Politics, Universal greed.
The truth of the historical texts can be corroborated by reference to inter-textual
historical narratives; history is inherent to all narratives and can’t be done away with. As Lisa
Lowe Points out:
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“Power is not static, nor does it in -here in an agency or a position or practice in
itself, rather it is found in the spatial and relational non-equivalence of the discursive terrain in
the active shifting and redistributing of the sites of inscription.” (Lowe 4) Diplomatic politics,
maps literary material all conjoin to produce different pictures of the ‘orient’ at different
moments of in time.
Mrs. Nayantara Sahgal has described the British power play in India. Lesser Breeds,
thoroughly discuss the British Imperialism and in “Trade wind” section deals with the universal
power structure and the bitter realities of imperialism.
The English and the French had come to trade, but soon they diverted their attention to
politics in India and also proved themselves to be too fearsome political powers to the Indian
rulers. Then, towards the end of the century there was a gradual change in the policy of this
commercial company. In the latter half of the seventeenth century, this commercial body:
“...was transformed into a power eager to establish its own position by territorial acquisition
largely in view of the political disorders of the country.” (Majumdar, Raychaudhary, Dutta
638)
Then, within a period of a century from 1757 to 1857, all the major states of
India with their territories attached to the East-India company came under the direct rule of the
British crown. Excepting a few principalities, all the Indian states from Assam to Sind and from
the North-Western provinces to Madras and Coorg thus became one territory-British India. All
the people of this territory now had one destiny as subjects of the British Empire of India.
The central dynamics of the colonial system and its nature and form can be seen
at work in the colonial narrative. A study of literary forms emerging from the colonial world
uncovers the world view and assumptions behind the approach of presenting history. The type
of narrative produced concerning the colonial state and its history will depend upon the
importance the writer gives to certain events.
The British thought about India, as Sir John Strachey declared:
“We …. To use Sir James Stephen’s expression, are the representatives of a belligerent
civilization which has to wage constant warfare against strange barbarism, hurried customs and
cruel superstitions, ancient survivals, ready at any movement to start into activity.”
(Strachey432)
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The British generally assumed themselves, as they only knew how to govern an Empire.
They were suffering from racial superiority and thought that, “The brave, daring and masculine
Englishman, the man who knew how to command.” (Munier131) was the heroic ideal to be
projected before the savage and uncivilized native. The right to rule was a normal prerogative
sanctioned by racial superiority and ingrained leadership qualities to the British.
The imperial cult had seeped into the British consciousness, so that not only the
bureaucrats, who directly wielded the administrative machinery, but the officials of all classes,
planters, educationists and even the missionaries embodied its value. The representative nature
of their function in the novels of Nayantara Sahgal inhibits the individual development of the
characters. The imperialistic power in fiction, therefore, largely remains stereotyped figures
manifesting a class-consciousness in itself representative of colonial behaviour. Their
significance derives from the ideals and values they represent; here typification becomes an
effective instrument since it is employed by the novelist with the definite intention of revealing
the sentiments and values of an alien race of ruler.
The colonial and post-colonial writers give vent to his bitterness through the
highly coloured portraits of imperial exploiters. Their villainy is contextualized in the sociopolitical climate of the occupied nation; they remain dark figures of unrelieved evil. They
mainly project colonial tendencies and function as representatives of the value system of the
Empire. A victim of the occupied nation, the novelist employs these characters to direct their
invective against Empire. The British rulers figure invariably as exploiters, but Nayantara
Sahgal gives a different touch to her characters and situations. Generally, The British portrayed
as capitalists or planters, they exploit the native laborers; reduce them to poverty; trample on
their women and expose themselves as morally depraved and corrupt individuals. As policemen
or soldiers, they act as instruments of imperial oppression in trying to crush the rising tide of
Indian nationalism.
There is a sudden change in social status at the first introduction to power and
authority and initiation into a luxurious, indulgent style of living Francis G. Hutchinson writes:
“Englishmen in India were thus committed, by the unwritten terms of the
understanding which had brought them to India, to living in a manner well above the station
from which they had sprung in England. India’s function was to turn Englishmen into instant
aristocrats.” (Hutchinson107-8)
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In spite of all these political injustices, The British ruined the economy of India.
“The expansion of the British power in India was marked by a few
characteristics that largely determined the course of modern Indian history, particularly during
the nineteenth and twentieth century. The first and foremost of them was consistent exploitation
of the Indian economy for the prosperity of Britain. During that period the British power was
rising in India, the Industrial Revolution was taking place in England and a new class of
powerful industrial and manufacturing interest was emerging. This class was interested in
developing its own trade and industry. Accounts of the vastness of the Indian Territory and
riches of its people were reaching England and the industrialist there were not quite content
over the volume of trade between England and India. The Company Government in India, as
the instrument of the industrial class of England, imposed heavy duties upon Indian goods
imported to England while British goods were forced on Indian without the payment of any
duty. The cotton industry and silk industry of India were also declined.” (Dr. Chand338)
Our peasantry and village industry one by one began to collapse and India
became as Jawaharlal Nehru has put it, “on economic appendage of another country.”
(Nehru356)
The mass of handicraftsmen lost their means of livelihood and they were
reduced to the level of starvation. India had been conquered before but by invaders who settled
within its frontiers and made themselves part of its life. This country never before lost its
independence and was never enslaved; she had never been drawn into a political and economic
system that’s never been in centre of gravity lay outside her soil. The people of India were
never before subjected to a ruling class that remained interested in impoverishing them for the
prosperity of a distant land. The appalling hardships of people, resulting from the decline of
the indigenous industries, made the English rule utterly unacceptable to Indians.
Mrs. Sahgal in Lesser Breeds differentiates between British Empire and other
invaders of India, when Nikhil says; “The Moghul had their extravagances, but the money
stayed here. From Turk to Moghul, through the Muslim kingdoms, the money stayed here.
Now it drains out, while here no national industry of our is allowed to grow so that theirs aren’t
threatened.” (LB103)
To show the monopoly of British industries over Indians Mrs. Sahgal creates a
realistic picture of Gangoo Ghaswala’s party, “A man not far from him greeted another,
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introducing himself as Wheelock, Imperial Jute, and the other replied Jackson shell, Imperial
tobacco and Imperial Chemicals joined them.” (LB139) As in Plans for Departure Anna
observes: “She ran her eye over the bottles in the glass cupboard behind the counter, Dr. Scott’s
Bilious and liver pills, prepared entirely without any mercurial ingredients; Huxley’s Ner-vigor
Tonic; Wilkinson’s Sarsaparilla wonderful purifier of the human blood; Robinsons Patent
Barley.” (PD51)
Louis Fischer, the American journalist, who had a deep understanding of nature
of India’s Freedom Struggle, has aptly described the impact and significance of the Satyagraha
Movement. He wrote:
“Gandhi did two things in 1930; he made British people aware that they were cruelly
subjugating India and he gave the Indians the conviction that they would by lifting their heads
and straightening their spines, lift the yoke of slavery. The Indians neither cringed, nor
complained not retreated. This made England powerless and India invincible.” (Fisher137)
Politics, then, is a matter of a chosen perspective in Mistaken Identity no
ideology or system of values is found to meet the real needs of humanity. Communism fails in
so far as it reduces men and women to machines. Capitalism fails because it deifies career and
financial power; religions fail when they became obsessed with their own institutional survival
rather than with meeting real human need. Fascism is dismissed outright. Only inspired and
humane leadership, such as is said to have been offered by Mustafa Kemal Pasha, whose
achievement was to reform religion in tune with contemporary social reality.
Then the year was 1932, the year when Viceroy Willingdon imposed the rule of
ordinances, emergency power ordinance, and unlawful instigation ordinance, unlawful
association ordinance and prevention of boycott ordinance. The Indian National Congress was
declared as an illegal organization. Leaders from the national level to the district level were
arrested and sentenced to imprisonment. Though the tempo of the mass movement had
slackened; the spirit of resistance could not be curbed. The police in their whims would beat
any one wearing a Khadi cap. Mr. Harvey’s (LB) statement, that to suppress the Red-Shirt
Movement, Britain can use the Royal Air Force, opens the attitude of British delegation at Air
Disarmament Conference in Geneva, this is another facet of imperialism, see, “The British
delegation at the Air Disarmament Conference in Geneva had rejected a proposal to abolish
bombing from the air. Anthony Eden had said bombing became necessary for keeping law and
order in certain parts of the world.” (LB40)
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Nikhil and Jeroo’s discussion on the high percentage of revenue shows the economical
plans of Britain, “East –India Company took charge; it raised land revenue by a hundred percent
and by another hundred percent over the next ten years. The famine in the province killed the
ten million people but Warren Hastings was proud to report the revenue collection in 1771 had
gone up even though cultivations had dropped drastically because the third of the population
had been wiped out.” (LB103)
During the period of the early year of 1930’s the Indian leadership, was thinking
in terms of establishing its hold through political power, British Government declared the
Government of India act 1935. The act was criticized by parties all around, even though,
theoretically, diarchy was replaced by the responsible government in the provinces and the
electorate increased from six-and-half to about thirty million. Under the act, the Central
Government retained discretionary power to summon legislators and to take over and run
indefinitely the administration of a province. It also remains silent on the issue of domain status.
As Pete Ryder asks Nurullah, “Would those elected assemblies have been granted greater
powers in due course, and so on gradually to self-government?
Nurullah answers:
‘Unlikely’, I say, in fact, impossible, given the conundrum,”…..
I spell it out for him.
Master: You have my solemn word you will be granted self-government as soon as you
are capable of defending your country.
Slave: But how can I defend my country when you forbid me to bear arms and even
those who do are not trusted to hold command?
Master: Very true, therefore self-government must wait.” (LB151-52)
The powers transferred to the ministers were limited by certain other conditions; for
instance, ministers could give advice but their views could be rejected on matters such as
minority rights, privileges of civil servants and preventions of discrimination against British
business interests. Sumit Sarkar quotes Linlithgow, the Viceroy from 1936 and Chairman of
the Joint Parliamentary Committee, in a private letter to give an estimate of the Act. Linlithgow
stated that the Act had been framed:
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“Because we thought, that was the best way…. of maintaining British influence in
India. It was no part of our policy (to) gratuitously to hurry the handling over the controls to
Indian hands at any pace faster then that which we regard as best calculated on long view, to
hold India to the Empire.” (Sarkar338)
.

Nikhil (LB) condemns the Government of India Act of 1935, on the ground that

nothing sort of complete independence is acceptable to it. But the leadership of the Congress
and thereafter Nikhil too with its rare political acumen realize that it would be suicidal to keep
away from elections to be held according to the 1935 Act. According to him the elections is an
opportunity to prove in an unequivocal manner that the Indian National Congress is the sole
representative of Indian people. Therefore, he suggests the name of Khurram as a candidate of
Yamuna Constituency. He is confident enough that the people will vote for the Congress. He
thinks that such a verdict would turn tables on the British Government and would wipe off the
feeling of defeat which has crept into the ranks of the Congress at the end of the Civil
Disobedience Movement. As Nikhil says, “This is not an election we want to take part in… It
gives us an opportunity to test our strength.” (LB129)
India can be no party to such an imperialist war and will not permit her man power and
resource to be exploited in the interest of British Imperialism nor can India join any war without
the express and consent of her people. Eknath, Zaheer Sahib, therefore, entirely disapprove of
war preparation is being made in India.
Governor’s interview reveals the imperialistic attitude of British Government and their
betraying act. On the issue of complete independence Mr. Humphrey Hartley says, “I can’t
speak for the governments, said sir Humphrey smoothly…. So there are going to be no speedy
transfer of power, nor is our authority in these areas going to be diluted by any form of
international control. In fact the war has made it necessary to reinforce our presence in Asia;
we’ve had to occupy Iran to prevent oil from falling into Nazi’s hands….Empires are not built
in sanitized conditions, Mr. Knox.” (LB186-87)
Condition of World War II had weakened the British side:
“On this stage Japanese were getting success and march ahead towards India. Nehru and
Gandhiji have different attitudes towards war. “All that had happened was that from writings
of British generals and the war situations in South-East Asia going from bad to worse it was
felt and not only by Gandhiji but also by high British military and civil authorities, that it was
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a question of time before Japan landed in some part of India. Gandhiji was furious and told the
Congress socialists that British were plundering and looting. They were shooting the innocent
civilian population. What worse could Japanese do than what the British were doing now?
There was insecurity of property and life, Gandhiji said, and it could not be worse if the British
left and the Japs came.” (Kangi71-72)
It is certainly true that British could rule over India for another ten years. It is
no less true that there was, for a time, a strong conservative reaction in British policy towards
India, that between 1942 and 1945 Congress itself was resolutely repressed, and this clearly
demonstrated that British still had the power to change the rules of the political conflict if they
chose so.
The British are portrayed as greedy, selfish and cruel community. Their role in America
shows their strong desire to be a powerful ruler of the world. Early American history also
justifies it as Nurullah says to Shan see, “Everything began after Columbus in as the Spaniards
fell upon gold, silver precious stone, and land, limitless land the good news reached Europe,
the Portuguese, French and English came sailing to claim their shares…. Great stalwarts, these
Europeans after Columbus for whom no strait was narrow, no sea too wide.” (LB118-19)
Their imperialistic approach and brutal treatment for the native Red Indians is very well
known fact of history, through the book of Bertlone De Las Cascas, we come to know about
their inhuman attitudes,“….How previous inhabitants had been exterminated from the
Americas the Spanish and Portuguese had roasted them on spits, hunted them with dogs,
hanged and then hacked their bodies to pieces for dog meat, killed them with forced labors,
and infected them with germs from Europe of

smallpox ,measles and flu. The nineteenth

century US General William Sherman’s comment, “The more Indians we kill this year, the less
we will have to kill next year”.. Like vultures they had descended on it…” (LB119-20)
Though it was twentieth century but still the west is the world. They haven’t changed their
policy. In World War II their history to usurp other countries, repeats itself. As Eknath
comments on the European that, “Property agents at heart, these Europeans!” (LB109)
“India. It has to be said, was never physically wrenched from the hands of the
British. The British were increasingly concerned, however, that this might happen.…The
British in the1930 had decided to enfranchise once this had happened, most dramatically by
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1937, only those blinded by their on personal prejudices could fail to see the demise of the
British, Raj stamped on the wall ” (Low35)
Second part of Lesser Breeds shifts to America, where we come close to
American foreign policy. In Lesser Breeds Mrs. Sahgal exposes the last days of World War II
and America’s foreign policy. She says about the American Policy:
“Morals always get trampled in the game of power yet seldom has there been
such an astoundingly brutal burial of morality by power as in the American Government
posture in the present crisis on this subcontinent or perhaps we feel stunned by its posture
because no matter what was happened in the past, no matter what the continuing evidence, we
continue to expect a medium of morality from America” (Sahgal178)
As Mrs. Nayantara Sahgal says that she was born into an imperial era: “Empire
itself was no illusion…. But the propositions that this scenario was based on was probably the
most indigenous and imaginative fiction we have ever heard, mythologizing Europe as the
centre of the world, inhabiting it with a superior race, and bestowing upon it a monopoly of
civilization, all of which then gave it the right to conquer and make use of non- Europe for its
profit and pleasure. Non-European in this scenario of mixed bag of lesser breeds -a wonderfully
expressive phrase immortalized by the imperial poet, Kipling and these lesser breeds were long
overdue for European Enlightenment.” (Sahgal53)
Edgar Knox’s hearing before the Senate Sub Committee, thread bares the
greedy and diplomatic policies of America. He is very much against, the American approach
on Indian issues and Vietnams freedom struggle. He says, Ho Chi Min’s League for
Independence is a right step, for their freedom. All the colonies are waiting for America to do
something for them, but as America declared his imperialistic approach, and didn’t justify their
legal demands they turn their face from America. After the World War II, America has acquired
a new face of imperialism which is known as globalization. The globalization of markets and
the market mantra is now the law. It is now the outer casing, the current interpretation of history
that we have to live within:
“There is nothing wrong with globalization, who doesn’t want to be part of a
changing world, and reap the benefits there of but which world? …In a manner of speaking,
colonization was a form of globalization.” (Sahgal 56)
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The British view towards nationalization of Iran’s oil company and their stand
on Egypt is an initiation of new imperialism. President Turman was supporting the British but
Edgar is very much against the American ways. He supports Iranian side and gives answer to
the Britain and America on behalf of Prime Minister Mossadeq, “…I ask you, Mr. President,
whether the tolerant Iranian people had any alternative but recourse to nationalization of the
oil; industry, which will enable them to utilize the natural wealth of their country and put an
end to the unfair activities of company?” (LB347)
Otto Schilling says, “Europe, he had said to her, originated enabled the I, the me, the mine,
around which life necessarily revolves.” ?” (LB343)
Non-Europe, without its own criteria, has no option but to struggle on in imitation of
the models and standards set up in the west. This has its own fallout in poor societies, but
apparently this is a race that now has to be run and in circumstances where essential power,
from finance to information and armaments, is largely controlled by the west. As Eknath says
after the Indian independence, “The west is still the world, yaar, makes the rules call the shots
not in the old way -you keep this mountain, I will take that sea- but nevertheless its 1966 but
nothing’s changed.” ?”(LB361) In Lesser Breeds Mrs. Sahgal shows some authentic reports of
newspaper, “Mr. Winston Churchill in 1952 on the issue of their troops on Suez Canal says,
“Britain is not maintaining fifty thousand troops in Suez for her own glory; we are in Suez as
servants and guardians of the commerce of the whole world,”
(The New York Times on the web,2000)
America says;
“The 1953 coup had its roots in a British showdown with Iran, restive under
decades of near colonial British domination. The prize was Iran’s oil fields.”
(The New York Times Special Report: The CIA in Iran) Disarmament issue
unravels the biased nature of America. Her attitude is very well-known fact of history, as Mrs.
Sahgal says:
“The nuclear club, with its one non-western member, is a particularly terrifying
monopoly. How it can demand a ban on the proliferation of nuclear weapons when it refuses
to disarm itself, is hard to understand, since the only way to prevent the spread of weapons is
by universal disarmament…. The world is not a cosy place at this time. Who can rest easy in
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such a world? And who can rest assured that the redrawing of maps has made it a world where
all human beings have equal status? ” (Sahgal57)
Eknath says, “As disarmament does, not at all,’ said Eknath we and other seven of our
group set out a proposal for a comprehensive test ban, a freeze on missile materials, a ban on
the use of nuclear weapons and as steady reduction of weapon stocks. It was turned down flat,
why wouldn’t it be? Who knows what they’ll use next in Vietnam?” (LB361 )
Lesser Breeds, is a very complex but interesting novel.

In this novel, Mrs. Sahgal

shows the fear and conflicts of war. Mrs. Sahgal presents the national and international politics.
Nayantara Sahgal has first-hand knowledge of politics and political figures in
India, for she spent most of her childhood in Anand Bhawan, the ancestral home of the Nehru’s
in Allahabad. One could say that politics is in her blood. Jawaharlal Nehru was her mother’s
brother. An important political event from pre-independent and post-independent India forms
the background of each of her novel.
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